
 

• 96% of Americans exchange their time for money  

       resulting in a finite amount of income. 

 

• There is a difference between creating wealth and 

       collecting a paycheck.   

 

• Did you know only 3.2% of women in US make over 
$100K? And 82% of those women are their own boss in 

the direct sales industry? 

 

If you identify with the person described here or know  

someone that fits the description, please call in or have them 

listen to this 15 minute recording about what it means to be 

your own boss.   
 

 
Call Number: (712) 775-7039  

Code: 477065#  
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You know how a woman can find herself with her kids all 

grown, maybe off to college and she is feeling like 

“what’s next for me?”  Or, how am I going to pay for all 

of this?!     

 

Well, what I do is provide a business model that comes 

with a personal business coach who guides her to  

finding ways she can earn additional income and feel a 

part of a fun and positive group of women. 

 

So what that means is, she will have a sense of  

belonging and something to call her own, in addition to 

bringing in additional income to help with unforeseen 

expenses and still have the flexibility to work when she 

wants. 
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Ranked in Top 2% of Mary Kay Cosmetics 

     I am passionate about leading women to discover their gifts and 

talents so they can enrich their own lives and those around them 

through the proven business model with Mary Kay Cosmetics.  I have 

a sincere desire for women who feel they want to be great and  

desire to inspire others to their greatness.   
 

    My vision is to co-create a thriving organization full of women who 

align with their own visions of having more, being more, giving more 

than they ever thought possible.  This will allow women to create a 

life that aligns with their hopes, dreams and desires. 
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Do you know this woman?  
 

She is between 50-65,  Married or Single, Owns Home 
 

• She struggles with a sense of self, often wonders what’s next for me?   

• She feels sad and a little hopeless not being “needed” by her children as much.          

• She often feels bored and finds herself searching for a supportive, uplifting and 

fun new group of friends.    

• She is excited for the next chapter in her life, but struggles with a decision 

about what to do and how and where she will “fit in”?   

• She is frustrated and a little scared to find unforeseen expenses arise; uncertain 

that what is saved for retirement will be enough to live on let alone enjoy that 

time of her life that is quickly approaching.  
 

 
                       The qualities that BEST describe this woman are the following: 

 
* Exceptional Work Ethic   * Values Relationships & Education    * Loves People               

* Committed                         * Woman of her Word                           * Passionate & Energetic 

* Self-Starter                        * Ready for Positive Changes               * Open to Personal Growth   
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